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Determination of full set material constants of piezoceramics
from phase velocities
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The determination of elastic and piezoelectric constants by means of the resonance method is
described in detail in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards. However, in
practice, it is not easy to obtain a self-consistent complete set of elastic and piezoelectric coefficients
using the resonance method alone, since the geometric requirements are often too difficult to meet
in some materials and property variation from sample to sample could be substantial. In this article,
we report on a characterization scheme by regression of ultrasonic velocities in different directions.
The method using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is very stable. Only two samples are needed
to determine the whole set of the material constants. The method has been applied to doped
piezoceramic lead zirconate titanate and material constants obtained at the same frequency show
excellent self-consistency. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1505998#
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I. INTRODUCTION

High frequency ultrasonic array transducers have
come more popular in medical ultrasonic imaging.1–3 Tradi-
tionally, the design of ultrasonic transducers was often
complished by using simple analytic one-dimensio
models, such as the Mason model or Krimholtz, Leedo
and Matthaei model. However, this design philosophy is
longer adequate for array transducers because some two
three-dimensional effects must be taken into account in a
transducer modeling. These effects, if not controlled, c
cause unwanted mode coupling and spurious responses
seriously degrade pulse length and frequency band shap
a result, two- and three-dimensional finite element analy
are used more often nowadays, for which the complete se
elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric constants of piezoelec
ceramics are needed.3,4

There is some literature on the measurement of high
quency behavior of piezoceramics.5–7The methods presente
in the IEEE standard for piezoelectric material character
tion have been used in those works. However, all of th
works are based on a one-dimensional thickness mode
report has been given on the full set of material constant
high frequencies. The difficulty in the fabrication of all re
quired geometry of resonance samples is the underlying
son, and it is not possible to take into account the freque
dependence since the resonance frequency of each sam
different. In addition, even with the hybrid of resonance a
ultrasonic methods, we still need several samples in orde
obtain all of the independent constants for anisotropic m
rials. Property fluctuations from sample to sample in so
systems often make it impossible to get a self-consistent
set.8

In this article we report an optimization routine that c
be used to determine the full set of physical propert
of piezoelectric materials by using ultrasonic spectrosco
4570021-8979/2002/92(8)/4578/6/$19.00
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This procedure will be applied to study poled piezoceram
lead zirconate titanate~PZT-5H!.

II. WAVE PROPAGATION IN PIEZOELECTRIC
CERAMICS

The propagation of a plane wave in piezoelectric cera
ics is governed by the well-known Christoffel equation:9

H l ipFcpq
E 1

~ep jl j !~ l ieiq!

l ie i j
E l j

G l q jJ uj5rn2ui ,

~ i , j 51,2,3,p,q51,2,3,4,5,6!, ~1!

where cpq
E , eiq , and e i j

S are the elastic stiffness constan
with zero electric field, piezoelectric strain constants, a
dielectric constants of constant strain, respectively;l i are the
components of the unit vectorlY in the wave propagation
direction, l iq are the elements of the 336 matrix

F l 1 0 0 0 l 3 l 2

0 l 2 0 l 3 0 l 1

0 0 l 3 l 2 l 1 0
G ~2!

and l p j are the transpose,ui are the particle velocities,r is
the density, andn is the phase velocity in the medium. Thre
elastic waves, one longitudinal or quasilongitudinal, a f
and a slow shear or quasishear, can propagate along th
rection lY with three different velocities and their associat
polarization vectors.

First, we consider the wave propagation in theXZ plane
of a poled piezoceramic. We assumelY5xY1l 11xY3l 3

5xY1 cosh1xY3 sinh, then the Christoffel equation becomes

F a11 0 a13

0 a22 0

a13 0 a33

G F u1

u2

u3

G5rn2F u1

u2

u3

G , ~3!

where
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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a115c11
E cos2 h1c44

E sin2 h

1
~e311e15!

2

e11
S cos2 h1e33

S sin2 h
sin2 h cos2 h, ~4a!

a225c44
E sin2 h1c66

E cos2 h, ~4b!

a335c33
E sin2 h1c44

E cos2 h1
~e33sin2 h1e15cos2 h!2

e11
S cos2 h1e33

S sin2 h
,

~4c!

a135~c13
E 1c44

E !sinh cosh

1
~e311e15!~e33sin2 h1e15cos2 h!

e11
S cos2 h1e33

S sin2 h
sinh cosh.

~4d!

Solving for the eigenvalues of Eq.~3! leads to three solution
for the velocities:

n15Aa22/r, ~5!

n25$@a111a331A~a112a33!
214a13

2 #/2r%1/2, ~6!

n35$@a111a332A~a112a33!
214a13

2 #/2r%1/2. ~7!

Substituting these three solutions back into Eq.~3!, three
eigenvectors can be obtained, which provide the particle
placement directions of the waves. We can easily find t
solution 1 is a pure shear wave, whose particle displacem
direction is along theY axis. Solutions 2 and 3 are quasilo
gitudinal and quasishear waves, respectively, and their
ticle displacement directions are in theXZ plane.

Next we consider the wave propagation in theXY plane
of a poled piezoceramic. We assumelY5xY1l 11xY2l 2

5xY1 cosh1xY2 sinh, then the Christoffel equation becomes

F b11 b12 0

b12 b22 0

0 0 b33

G F u1

u2

u3

G5rn2F u1

u2

u3

G , ~8!

where

b115c11
E cos2 h1c66

E sin2 h, ~9a!

b225c11
E sin2 h1c66

E cos2 h, ~9b!

b335c44
E 1e15

2 /e11
S , ~9c!

b125~c12
E 1c66

E !sinh cosh. ~9d!

Then we can obtain three solutions for the velocities:

n15Ab33/r, ~10!

n25Ac66
E /r, ~11!

n35Ac11
E /r. ~12!

Here c66
E 5(c11

E 2c12
E )/2. Substituting these three solution

back into Eq.~8!, three eigenvectors can be obtained, wh
provide the particle displacement directions of the waves.
found that solution 1 is a pure shear wave, whose part
displacement direction is along theZ axis. Solutions 2 and 3
are pure shear and pure longitudinal waves, respectively,
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their particle displacement directions are in theXY plane.
Since the phase velocities of these three waves are inde
dent of propagation direction, theXYplane is an acoustically
isotropic plane.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The ultrasonic spectroscopy method is used to mea
the phase velocities in the piezoelectric ceramics. The
perimental setup used in our investigation is shown in Fig
Two transducers~Panametrics V358! with center frequency
of 50 MHz, and bandwidth of 80% are aligned properly in
33320315 cm water tank. The distance between the t
transducer is 3 cm. The transmitting transducer is driven b
200 MHz computer-controlled pulser~Panametrics 5052PR!.
The signal from the receiving transducer is sampled b
digital oscilloscope~Tektronix TDS 460A!. The sampling
rate is set to 10 Gs/s. Each sampling window contains 2
time-domain data points. To reduce the ubiquitous rand
errors, each measurement is averaged 64 times. The dat
transferred to a computer via a general-purpose interface
for offline storage and analysis. One rotation table~Unislide
Rotary Table! is used to rotate the sample to change angle
incidence through a computer-controlled motor.

The phase spectraww is obtained through a fast Fourie
transform of the output signal when the sample is abs
With the sample in place, the trigger delay time is adjusted
compensate for the additional delay resulting from t
sample path length. The phasew of the output signal with the
sample in place is obtained. When the wave is incident a
angle other than 0°, a shear wave is generated by the m
conversion effect. The phase velocitynp of the acoustic
wave is calculated using

FIG. 1. Experiment setup.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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np5
nw

Asin2 u i1F ~w2ww12p f t!nw

2p f d
1cosu i G2

, ~13!

wherenw is the velocity of the water,d is the thickness of the
sample,u i is the incident angle,t is the trigger delay time,
and f is the frequency. The water temperature is maintain
at 21.360.1 °C.

Two PZT-5H piezoelectric ceramic specimens~Valpey
Fisher! with a surface of 25325 mm and thickness of 1 mm
are tested. The plate sample with the poling direction perp
dicular to its large surface is referred to as PZT–z; the other
is referred to as PZT–x, whose poling direction is parallel to
its larger surface.

The phase velocity in theXZ plane of PZT-5H ceramics
as a function of propagation direction angleh was measured
by using ultrasonic spectroscopy. Both PZT–z and PZT–x
specimens@as shown in Fig. 2~a!# were used in order to
increase the measurement accuracy, because the sign
the refractive quasilongitudinal waves are weak when
incident angle is near the critical angle of the longitudin

FIG. 2. Illustration of geometric relation between the transducer and sam
~a! PZT–z and PZT–x samples used for measuring phase velocity of
waves in theXZ plane;~b! PZT–x sample used for measuring phase velo
ties of the waves in theXY plane.
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wave. The PZT–z specimen was used to measure the ph
velocities whenh is greater than 45°, while the PZT–x
specimen was used forh less than 45°. The results at 3
MHz are shown in Fig. 3, where the measured data

FIG. 3. The phase velocity as a function of propagation direction in theXZ
plane of a PZT-5H sample.

FIG. 4. The phase velocity as a function of propagation direction in theXY
plane of a PZT-5H sample.

le.
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shown as discrete points and the lines are theoretical va
calculated from the reconstructed elastic, piezoelectric c
stants ~the reconstruction of constants will be discuss
later!. Note that there are no experimental data for the p
shear wave, whose particle displacement direction is al
the Y axis, because it cannot be generated through the m
conversion effect in our experimental arrangement.

The results of measurements and calculations for
phase velocity in theXY plane of PZT-5H ceramics at 3
MHz are shown in Fig. 4, where the experimental data
shown as discrete points and the calculated results are sh
as lines. Only the PZT–x specimen was used in the measu
ments@as shown in Fig. 2~b!#. Similarly, there are no experi
mental data for the pure shear wave that is polarized al
the poling direction and normal to the plane of incidence

To estimate the error bounds of our results, the fractio
error equation is derived from the theory of error propagat
to first order in the measurement uncertainties10

S dn

n D 2

5S ]n

]L D 2S dL

n D 2

1F ]n

]~w2ww!G
2Fd~w2ww!

n G2

1S ]n

]nw
D 2S dnw

n D 2

1S ]n

]u i
D 2S du i

n D 2

'S 12
n

nw
D 2S dL

L D 2

1S 12
n

nw
D 2Fd~w2ww!

~w2ww! G2

1S n

nw
D 2S dnw

nw
D 2

1S n

nw
D 2S du i

u i
D 2

, ~14!

wheredL/L, d(w2ww)/(w2ww), dnw /nw , anddu i /u i are
the relative measurement uncertainties ofL, w2ww , nw ,
and u i , respectively. In our experiments, they are appro
mately 131023, 131024, 431024, and 131023, respec-
tively. Therefore, the relative measurement error is n
0.8%.

Since a piezoelectric material behaves as a capacitor
frequency range away from resonance, the magnitude o
dielectric constanteS may be calculated as

eS5
d

2p f uzue0A
, ~15!

whered is the sample thickness,uZu is the measured imped
ance magnitude,A is the sample area,e0 is the permittivity

TABLE I. Full set of elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants o
PZT-5H sample at 30 MHz obtained from our method and data set f
resonance technique.

Elastic constants (* 1010 N/m2)

c11
E c12

E c13
E c33

E c44
E c66

E

Our work 12.5* 6.76* 7.26 10.5 2.06 2.85*
Resonance 11.5 6.85 6.89 10.15 2.03 2.33

Piezoelectric constants~C/m2!
e15 e31 e33

Our work 17.6 26.83 23.1
Resonance 14.7 25.01 24.0

Dielectric constants (e0)
e11

S e33
S

1590* 1410*
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of vacuum (8.85310212 F/m), andf is the frequency that is
away from resonance.6 All impedance measurements we
made with an HP4194A impedance/gain-phase analyzer
ing the HP16901A spring clip fixture.

IV. ELASTIC AND PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANTS
RECONSTRUCTION

From the discussion in Sec. II, we know that the pha
velocities of bulk waves in the piezoceramic are related
the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants through
Christoffel equation. By inverting this equation, these co
stants can be determined from a suitable set of experime
velocities in various directions. In this situation, there a
more data than independent material constants to be d
mined, which can be treated by a nonlinear least-squa
optimization procedure.

It has been shown that the phase velocities of the qu
longitudinal and quasishear waves in theXZ plane of piezo-
ceramics are related to the elastic constantsc11

E , c13
E , c33

E ,
and c44

E , piezoelectric constantse15, e31, ande33, and di-
electric constantse11

S and e33
S @Eqs. ~6! and ~7!#, while the

phase velocities of the pure longitudinal and shear wave
the XY plane are simply related to the elastic constantsc11

E

andc66
E , respectively@Eqs.~11! and~12!#. Therefore,c11

E and
c66

E are first determined from the measurement in theXY
plane. Afterc11

E and measurede11
S ande33

S are substituted into
the Christoffel equation, a C-language program based on
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,11,12 is used to determine
c13

E , c33
E , c44

E , e15, e31, ande33. The program is run on a
Pentium PC computer and the results can be obtained w
a minute. The full set of elastic, piezoelectric, and dielect
constants at 30 MHz is given in Table I. The constants w
a star~* ! are the directly measured ones and the others
quantities reconstructed from the phase velocity data.
also list the experimental results in low frequencies by us
resonance methods13 for comparison.

In order to check the stability of the reconstruction alg
rithm based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method, we p
formed computer simulations to investigate several criti

m
TABLE II. Effect of initial guess on the stability of reconstruction algo
rithm.

Elastic constants
(* 1010 N/m2)

Piezoelectric constants
~C/m2!

c13
E c33

E c44
E e15 e31 e33

Original value 7.81 11.1 2.21 15.3 25.8 23.8
Initial guess #1 9.2166 3.821 7.157 5.398 4.416 8.56

Converged values 7.81 11.1 2.21 15.3 25.8 23.8
Initial guess #2 2.426 3.620 0.902 7.877 5.565 8.06

Converged values 7.81 11.1 2.21 15.3 25.8 23.8
Initial guess #3 5.1081 9.216 3.821 7.156 5.398 4.41

Converged values 7.81 11.1 2.21 15.3 25.8 23.8
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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factors~initial guess and scatter in experimental data!, which
can influence the accuracy of the property reconstruction
gorithm.

To investigate the effect of an initial guess, a set of el
tic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants was selected~given
in the first row from Table II–IV!. From these ‘‘original
data,’’ a set of phase velocities was calculated for giv
propagation direction using Eqs.~6! and~7!. A discrete set of
refraction angles was selected to simulate a typical data
obtained by the ultrasonic spectroscopy. Then,
Levenberg-Marquardt inversion algorithm was applied
calculated phase velocities for different initial guesses~the
effective digits are random generated between 0–10!. The
reconstructed sets of elastic and piezoelectric constants
compared to the original set to see the accuracy and
results are given in Table II. The first row in the table lis
the ‘‘true’’ constant values for the material. The other row
show the reconstructed constants. We concluded that th
of reconstructed constants is independent of the initial gu
selection so long as the guess is reasonable~convergence is
guaranteed for initial input randomly generated betwe
0–50!. In other words, the Levenberg-Marquardt method
globally convergent in this case.

Next, we investigated the effect of random noise in t
input dielectric constants. Similarly, for the selected set
elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants, the phase
locities at different refraction angle were calculated fir
Then, random noises were added to the dielectric consta
We used reconstructions with random noises at relative
els of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. The results are s
marized in Table III. The first row in the table still lists th
‘‘true’’ constant values for the material. The other rows sho
the reconstructed constants, where the first column in th

TABLE III. Effect of scatter in dielectric constants on the stability of reco
struction algorithm.

Elastic constants
(* 1010 N/m2)

Piezoelectric constants
~C/m2!

c13
E c33

E c44
E e15 e31 e33

Origin value 7.81 11.1 2.21 15.3 25.8 23.8
Scatter in dielectric

constants
1% 7.81 11.1 2.21 15.3 25.8 23.8
5% 7.83 11.3 2.2 15.7 26.1 23.1
10% 7.84 11.4 2.2 15.7 26.2 22.9

TABLE IV. Effect of scatter in phase velocities on the stability of reco
struction algorithm.

Elastic constants
(* 1010 N/m2)

Piezoelectric constants
~N/m2!

c13
E c33

E c44
E e15 e31 e33

Origin value 7.81 11.1 2.21 15.3 25.8 23.8
Scatter in phase

velocities
0.1% 7.83 11.2 2.22 15.1 25.9 23.6
1% 7.93 10.7 2.17 14.8 25.5 24.1
5% 8.94 9.1 2.01 11.4 24.5 28.7
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rows gives the values of the random noise~starting with 1%
noise, going up to 10% noise!. One can see that all the con
stants can be reconstructed and the algorithm seems t
more stable for the elastic constants than for the piezoele
constants. For example, the values of elastic const
change within 3% at 5% noise level while the values
piezoelectric constants change around 5%.

Finally, we studied the effect of scatter in phase veloc
data. After the phase velocities at a different refraction an
were calculated based on the selected set of elastic, pi
electric, and dielectric constants, random noises were ad
to the phase velocities. Random noise relative levels at 0.
1%, and 5% were used. The results are given in Table
The first row in the table still lists the ‘‘true’’ constant value
for the material. The other rows show the reconstructed c
stants, where the first column in the table gives the levels
the random noise~starting with 0.1% noise, going up to 5%
noise!. One can see that the algorithm is sensitive to
uncertainty of phase velocity. Generally speaking, the unc
tainty of phase velocity should not exceed 1%.

V. CONCLUSION

Ultrasonic wave propagation in piezoceramics was st
ied and the phase velocities of waves in different propaga
directions in theXZ andXY planes of piezoelectric cerami
PZT-5H were measured by using ultrasonic spectrosco
Two directly related elastic constantsc11

E andc66
E were deter-

mined from pure mode waves. Then quasilongitudinal a
quasishear waves were used to reconstruct the full ma
elastic constants and piezoelectric constants by an optim
tion routine based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorith
The improved characterization scheme only needs
PZT-5H specimens. The stability of this method has be
evaluated by computer simulation using a synthetic se
input data. The effects of initial guess and experimental d
with random noise were studied. It is shown that t
Levenberg-Marquardt method is globally convergent in t
case and it is more stable to the scatter in dielectric const
than to the scatter in phase velocities.
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